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0. INTRODUCTION 
0.1. Given a commutative unitary algebra % over a field K, and a derivation 
d from 91 into a given %-module Q, we are going to present an algebraic 
notion of paths and discuss several related algebraic structures. (Note that, in 
particular, Q can be chosen to be the (U-module of the universal differentials 
of 9l[, and d, the associated derivation.) The geometrical model in our mind 
is the case where (a) K is the real number field; (b) 5!I is the algebra of the P 
functions on a given Cm manifold; (c) D is the ‘%-module of the l-forms on 
the manifold with d being the usual differentiation. From the point of view of 
analysis, we are studying here the algebraic aspect of what may be called 
“generalized paths”, whose relation to smooth paths resembles that of the 
distributions to the smooth functions or that of the currents to the smooth 
chains. We intend to give, through this paper, some indication of the wealth 
of algebraic notions and structures related to paths. 
0.2. In this section as well as the next three sections, we are going to 
describe some algebraic properties of piecewise smooth paths, which suggest 
the definitions of “algebraic” paths and their multiplication. For the moment, 
9I and .Q are respectively the algebra of the Cc0 functions and the %-module 
of l-forms on a given Cm manifold. 
For simplicity, we shall only consider those piecewise smooth paths which 
are piecewise regular. By a piecewise regular path, we mean a continuous 
path whose tangent vector is continuous with the exception of a finite number 
of jump discontinuities. 
Let 01 be a piecewise regular path which maps the interval [a, b] into the 
manifold. Denote by c& the restriction of OL to [a, t]. If zu, , w2 ,... E Q, let 
* This research was supported in part by the National Science Foundation under 
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sa wr be the line integral along 01, and we define, for Y > 2, the iterated line 
integral 
s 
b 
Wl 
..* w, zzz 
oi 1 (J^ a Sit 
w1 *a* wrpl 
1 
wr(4t)) & 
where w?(a(t)) = w?(a(t), i(t)). 
The correspondence wr ... w, + ja wr *** w, gives rise to a linear map from 
the tensor algebra T(Q) based on J2 over the real number field R into R. We 
shall also use 01 to denote the linear map thus constructed. 
0.3. It is straightforward to verify that 
n 
Wl *** -wr WTS1 ... w,+, = Wdl) .*. W&+.4 , (0.3.1) 
a J Ly 
0 running over all (r, s)-shuffles. By a (r, s)- s u e cr, we mean a permutation h ffl 
of {l,..., r + S} such that 
o-i(l) < *.. < o-l(r), u-i(r + 1) < *a* < 0-‘(Y + S). 
If we introduce in T(Q) a new bilinear multiplication ; given by 
(7% ... 4 0 h-,1 - w,+J = C wdl) ... wdT+d , (0.3.1) 
0 
(3 running over all (Y, s)-shuffles, then (0.3.1) becomes 
“CW1 * * * wr) +%+1 - * * wr+,J = “((Wl . . . WJ 0 @,+1 * * - wr+s)). 
In other words, oi: T(Q) --f R preserves the new multiplication. 
The significance of this fact was first observed by Ree [18] in connection 
with the Baker-Cambell-Hausdorff fomula. 
0.4. For any f E 21, write pf = f(a(~~)). Then 
j,fw1= jam%+Pfj WI, Cl 
j 
01 
%(f%) = j” ( jmt WI jmt df) w&(t)) fit + Pf jb (jet WI) %W) dt 
a a 
= j (Wl 3 df) u’z + Pf [ WlW2 , 
a Ja 
and, more generally, 
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We remark here that the above formulas may not hold if the path OL is not 
continuous. 
OS. If /3 is a piecewise regular path whose initial point coincides with the 
terminal point of 01, then we define c& to be the piecewise regular path 
obtained from 01 followed by /3. Observe that 
j,,Wl = jaw1 +j8Wl, 
s 
WlW.2 = 
cd i 8 
WlW2 + j,WljBW2 + jav2 
and, in general, 
I Wl "'wT= Wl...W,f w1 w2***w,+ w1 '.. w,. n8 s 8 I s LI 8 *** + j (I 
(See [71)- 
0.6. The notion of an algebraic path is now not difficult to conceive. 
Let Sh(J2) denote the algebra obtained from T(Q) through using the new 
multiplication o instead of the tensor multiplication. An algebraic path ar is 
then a homomorphism from the algebra Sh(O) into the real number field R 
such that, for any f E 2I and any w1 ,..., w, E 52, 
4% **- wi-l(fWi) wi+1 **- w,) 
= 4Wl --* W&1) 0 df) wi -*- w,) + pfa(w1 **a WJ. 
We define the product of two algebraic paths OL and /3 through 
&@l a** w,) = /9(Wl **a w,) + oI(Wl) /qw, -** wr) + **- + ct(w1 *** w,). 
It follows from Lemma 3.5 of [fl, that the family of the piecewise regular 
paths is, in a certain sense, imbedded in the family of the algebraic paths on 
a Cm manifold. In other words, if 01 and /3 are two “essentially” distinct 
piecewise paths, then there exist wr ,..., w, E .Q such that 
s 2% d 
*** w, # j, w1 --* w,. 
This fact also serves as a justification of the terminology of “algebraic 
paths”. 
0.7. We shall free ourselves from the analytic case by assuming that % is 
any commutative unitary algebra over a ground ring K, which is also com- 
mutative and unitary and that B is an ‘%-module. 
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For any two K-modules A and B, Hom(A, B) = Horn&A, B) is the set of 
morphisms of K-modules from A to B. If Cu and B are two commutative 
unitary K-algebras, then we use Alg(‘%, 23) = Alg@l, 23) to denote the 
totality of K-algebra morphisms from ‘2I into 23 which take the unit element 
of ‘3 to the unit element of 23. 
Any %-module is a K-module. If A is a K-module, then ‘% @ A is an 
‘2X-module. 
0.8. We are going to describe some categories we shall deal with. 
DEFINITION 0.7. A differentiation (of ‘3) is a morphism of K-modules 
d : a--+ 52,52 being an %-module, such that, for any f, g E %, 
4fg) = &f + fdg. 
Let 2I’ be another K-algebra, and d’ : ‘3 --+ Sz’ a differentiation. We 
define Diff(d, d’) to be the totality of the pairs (6, $), 4 E Alg(%, %‘) and 
$ E Hom,(Q, Sz’) with d’4 = +d such that, if f 6 ‘3, and w E Q, then 
&fw> = ($f ,$w. 
Denote by C3 the category of differentiations (of commutative unitary 
K-algebras) whose morphisms are as described above. Observe that, if ‘3 
is an algebra of functions, then the evaluation map at a point is an element 
of Alg(A, K). 
A pointed differentiation is a pair (d,p), where d : ‘3 + 52 is a differentiation, 
and p E Alg(%, K). Denote by 99 the category of pointed differentiations: A 
morphism from (d, p) to (d’, p’) in the category 9% is a pair ($, 6) E Diff(d, d’) 
such thatp = ~‘4. Th e set of morphisms from (d, p) to (d’, p’) will be denoted 
by Diff(d, p : d’, p’). 
We say that a pointed differentiation (d, p) is surjective, if d is surjective, and 
that (d, p) is splitting if, as a K-module, 
PI = kerdekerp. 
Observe that (d, p) is splitting if and only if 
kerdn kerp = 0 
and that (d, p) is splitting and surjective if and only if 
O-+K-t2I~d-+O 
is a short exact sequence. 
Denote by zZ?%B the full subcategory of splitting surjective differen- 
tiations of the category P3. 
0.9. In Section 1, we define the shuffle algebra Sh(SZ). The notion can be 
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traced back to earlier works of Eilenberg and MacLane ([I2], [24]), where 
the shuffle product is a signed sum. We show that, equipped with a comul- 
tiplication, Sh(Q) b ecomes a commutative Hopf K-algebra and that 
Alg(Sh(Q), K) is a group. Theorem 1.7 gives a universal property of Sh(Q), 
which becomes instrumental in subsequent sections. 
In Section 2, we are given a differentiation d : ?I + Q, and we define a 
d-path from p to 4, for p, 4 E Alg(?I, K). We show that any K-algebra mor- 
phism 01 : Sh(.Q) + K is a d-path from p if and only if 01 can be factored 
through a quotient algebra Sh(Q)/I; where I = I(d, p) is an ideal of the 
K-algebra Sh(S). Theorem 2.3 states a universal property of Sh(J2)/1, from 
which follow elementary properties of d-paths analogous to those of geometric 
paths. In particular, if 01 and /3 are d-paths respectively from p to 4 and from 
q to q’, then the product $I and the inverse 01-l in the group Alg(Sh(Q), K) 
are d-paths respectively from p to Q’ and from q to p. 
The concept of connectivity of an algebra with a differentiation arises 
naturally. Proposition 3.2 asserts that the direct sum of two algebras with 
differentiations is disconnected. Under reasonable assumptions, a disconnec- 
ted algebra with differentiation is a subdirect sum (Theorem 3.5). 
A K-algebra morphism a : Sh(Q) + K is a d-loop from p (i.e. a d-path 
from p to p) if and only if (Y can be factored through the quotient algebra 
Shc(d, p) = Sh(Q)/I + (d2l}, where (d21) is the ideal generated by 
d2I C F(Q) in Sh(Q). Since the set of d-paths (or d-loops) from p can be 
taken to be Alg(Sh(O)/l, K) [or Alg(Shc(d,p), K)], it is imperative for us to 
understand the structures of the two algebras Sh(Q)/1 and Shc(d,p). The 
material in Section 4 represents our effort in this direction. Theorem 4.1 
shows that Shc(d,p) is a quotient Hopf K-algebra of Sh(Q). Corollary 4.4 
states that surjectiveness of d implies Shc(d, p) being trivial. Theorem 4.5 
gives a characterization of splitting surjective differentiations and implies 
that, if (d, p) is splitting surjective, then Sh(Q)/l s ‘9l. Theorem 4.6 indi- 
cates the structure of Shc(d,p) h w en d% is a direct summand in the 
K-module G. 
There are a number of examples given in Section 5. We point out in 5.2 
that Alg(Sh(S;Z), K) is trivial when K is a field of characteristic f 0. This 
implies that there is no nontrivial d-path. In this case, we have to wait to see 
what the K-algebras Sh(Q)/1 and Shc(d, p) will offer. 
The results in this paper have been partially announced in [IO]. 
1. SHUFFLE ALGEBRAS 
1.1. Let Q be a K-module, and T(Q), the tensor algebra over K based on 
J2. The component of degree r of T(Q) will be denoted by Tr(Q), Y = 0, l,..., 
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with T”(Q) = K. We shall use w, w1 , wa ,... to denote elements of 52 = T1(Q). 
The product of wr and ws in T(Q) will be written as wlwz . 
Define in T(Q), a bilinear multiplication o characterized by the condition 
that, for r 2 0, s >, 0 
0 running over all (Y, s)-shuffles. 
Here we use the convention that wr *a* w, = 1 if r = 0. The same conven- 
tion will be used throughout this paper. 
Note that, for any u E T(Q), 
1ou=uo1=u. 
The new multiplication will be called the shuffle multiplication, which is 
both commutative and associative. Let Sh(Q) be the commutative K-algebra 
obtained from T(Q) through using the shuffle multiplication instead of the 
tensor multiplication. We shall call Sh(Q) the shuffle algebra over K based 
on the K-module Q. Observe that Sh(SZ) can be graded by using the graded 
structure of T(Q). 
1.2. Let Q’ be K-module. Any 0 E Hom(Q, Q’) induces T(B) E Hom(T(Q), 
T(Q)). Since T(8) also preserves the shuffle multiplication, we set 
Sh(fI) = T(0). Then Sh is a covariant functor to the category of commutative 
unitary K-algebras on the category of K-modules, 
1.3. Define E E Alg(Sh(Q), K) by ~1 = 1 and 
dwl *** w,) = 0, Y > 0. 
1.4. Define a K-module morphism 
5 : Sh(Q) + Sh(O) @ Sh(Q) 
by 51 = 1 and, for r > 0, 
awl *.- wr) = r. (wl *** Wi) @ (wi+l **- w,). 
i=o 
The correspondence 
gives rise to a K-module morphism 
Sh(Q) -+ Sh(Q) @ Sh(Q) @ Sh(Q), 
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which is simply (1 @ 5) 5 = (5 @ 1) 5. Thus [ is an associative comultiplica- 
tion of Sh(Q). 
1.5. Let the K-module Sh(SZ) @ Q be taken as a Sh(O)-module in the 
sense of 
u 0 (v @ w) = (u 0 93) @ w, 
where u, w E Sh(Q), w E D. Define 6 E Hom(Sh(Q), Sh(Q) @ 52) through 
SI =o, S(uw) = u @ w. 
PROPOSITION 1.5. S is a surjective da@rentiation. 
Proof. Let u1 , us , E T(Q), wr , wa E P(Q). Then 
h4 0 (uzwz> = (UP1 0 u2) w!z + (u2w2 0 Ul) Wl 
so that 
WlWl) 0 Gwz)l = G4WI 04 0 w2 + (u2w2 0 4 0 WI 
= (v4 0 w42w2) + (u2w2) 0 @Pl). 
Consequently 6 is a differentiation. The surjectiveness of 6 is clear. 
1.6. The following lemma will be quite useful. 
LEMMA 1.6. Let (d’, p’) b e a splitting pointed differentiation. Let there be a 
commutative diagram of K-module morph&s 
K d- Sh(Q) -% ShQ-2) @ Q 
/j p 16 f 
K& a d’_ Q’ 
If01 = 1 and&u@w) =(&)8(1 @w) 
for all u E Sh(8), w E Q, then (8,8) E Disf((s, E; d’, p’). 
Proof. Write u = w, *a. w, and v = wi *en w: , WI ,..., ml EQ. We are 
going to show by induction on r + s 2 0 that 
8(u 0 Sv) = <a> &SW), 
O(u 0 D) = (&)(O?l). 
The case s = 0 is trivial. For s > 0, write w’ = w; **a w:-~ . Then 
e(u 0 Sv) = B((u 0 v’) @ w:> = B(u 0 z)‘) 0(1 x w:> 
= (a) IT+’ @ w:, = L%4O(So). 
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On the other hand, 
d’O(u 0 v) = t%(u 0 v) = (h4) esv + (dv) &if4 
= (h) d’ov + (fk) d’& = d’[(&)(&)], 
that is 
d’[o(u c) v) - (f&u)(&)] = 0. 
Forr +s >O,p’#( u o v) = CC(U o v) = 0, and one of p’& and p’& must be 0 
so that 
p’[O(u 0 v) - (Ou)(Ov)] = 0. 
Hence o(u o v) = (&)(fk). 
1.7. Denote by A the covariant functor to the category 9’99 on the 
category of K-modules such that 
A(Q) = (&4 = (S(Q), 4Q)), 
and, for B E Hom(S2, G’), 
A(0) = @h(B), Sh(0) @ 0). 
The following theorem leads to the conclusion that A is an adjoint to the 
forgetful functor to the category of K-modules on the category 59’9 which 
assigns, to each (d, p), the K-module JJ and, to each (4, 4) E Diff(d, p; d’, p’), 
the morphism $ of K-modules. 
THEOREM 1.7. If Sr is a K-module and if (d’, p’) is a splittiq surjkctive 
pointed dzjferentiation with d’: (II’ -+ LY, then, given 0 E Horn@, Q’), there 
exists a unique 
(6,8) E D$(S, 6; d’, p’) (1.7.1.) 
such that, JOY any w E Q, &l @ w) = 0w. 
Proof. Let j : J?‘ -+ 91’ be the monomorphism of K-modules such that 
pf’ = 0 and d’j = lo, . Define 0 and l? by induction such that 81 = 1, 
fl(l @ w) = w, and, for Y 3 2, 
(4 &WI ‘** w,-~) = j&w, ... wrml), 
tb) 4Wl **a w,-l @ w,) = &WI -*- W,-l) ew, . 
It follows from Lemma 1.6. that (1.7.1.) holds. The uniqueness is due to the 
fact that any (0,8) E Diff(S, E; d’, p’) has to satisfy the conditions (a) and (b), 
Q.E.D. 
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1.8. Observe that Sh(G) @ Sh(G) @a is a Sh(J2) @ Sh(SZ)-module and 
that 
E @ E E Alg(Sh(SZ) @ Sh(G), K). 
The proof of the next lemma will be omitted. 
LEMMA 1.8. The morphism of K-modules 
1 @ 6 : Sh(!2) @ S/z(G)) + Sh(l2) @ Sh(L’) @ L’ 
is a differentiation, and (1 @ 6, E @ l ) is a splitting surjectivepointed z&entia- 
tion. 
THEOREM 1.8. With 5 as its comultiplication and c as its counit, the shu$le 
algebra Sh(sZ) is a Hopf K-algebra. 
Proof. Lemma 1.6. holds, if we set (d’, p’) = (1 @ 6, E @ E), 
B=5J=5@ln. Thus (5, 5 @ In) E Diff(8, E; 1 @ 6, E @ E), which 
implies 
5 E Alg(Sh(G), Sh(G) 0 Sh(O). Q.E.D. 
1.9. DEFINITION 1.9. For OL, j3 E Alg(Sh(Q), K), define c+ E Alg(Sh(G), K) 
by 4 = (a 0 B) 5. 
Obviously EOI = (YE = 01, and 
The next assertion is implied by results in [6]. For our particular situation, 
we give a somewhat different brief proof. 
PROPOSITION 1.9. Under the multiplication dejked above, AZg(Sh(Q), K) is 
a group. 
Proof. For 01 E Alg(Sh(G), K), define j3 E Hom(Sh(J2), K) by /!l = 1 and 
tfwl *a* WA = - o<~r--lBh -** Wi> 4wi+1 *** 4 
.-. 
so that (/3 @ CX) 5 = E. 
It remains to show that /I E Alg(Sh(Q), K). First observe that 
ker 6 n ker 01 = 0. 
Thus we conclude that (6, CX) is splitting. Set # = (/3 @ 1) 4 E Hom(Sh(G), 
Sh(J2)) and 8 = 0 @ 1 R E Hom(Sh(S2) @C’, Sh(G) @ Sz). We apply Lemma 1.6, 
and conclude that 
(e”, e^) E Diff(S, E; 6, a). 
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Hence 0 = (/3 @ 1) 5 E Alg(Sh(G), Sh(G)) and 
,‘3 = E# E Alg(Sh(&?), K). Q.E.D. 
Observe that, if 6’ E Hom(O, a’) and if 5’ is the comultiplication of the 
Hopf K-algebra Sh(sZ’), then 
5’ Sh(0) = (Sh(0) @ Sh(B)) 5. 
Hence Sh can be taken as a covariant functor to the category of Hopf 
K-algebras on the category of K-modules. 
1.10. The material presented in this section is to give a brief indication of 
the structure of the Hopf algebra Sh(@. We shall assume (in this section 
only) that a is a free K-module with a finite basis. With the usual graded 
structure of a tensor algebra, Sh(G) = T(G) is a graded Hopf K-algebra. Its 
dual Sh(SZ)* = T(SZ*), in the category of graded K-modules, is also a graded 
Hopf K-algebra. The multiplication of Sh(D)* is precisely the tensor multi- 
plication. It is straightforward to verify that the comultiplication of Sh(SZ)* 
is the usual diagonal map 
p E Hom(T(SZ*), T(SZ*) @ T(SZ*)) 
suchthat,foranyXESZ*,pX=X@l +l@X. 
The shuffle algebra Sh(SZ) can now be taken as the dual T(B*)* of the 
tensor algebra T(SZ*) as a graded Hopf K-algebra. Since T(G*) is also the 
universal enveloping algebra of the free Lie algebra L(J2*), it is well known 
([3]) that the K-algebra Sh(SZ) is isomorphic with a divided polynomial 
K-algebra. We mention the next assertion, which is not difficult to verify. 
PROPOSITION 1.10. If K is an akebra over the rational number jield and 
if D is a free K-module with a jinite basis, then Sh(Q), as a K-algebra, is iso- 
morphic with the polynomial algebra K[t, , t, ,...I in the case of dim& > 2 
and with the polynomial algebra K[t] in the case of dim&J = 1. 
1.11. The material in this section will be used in Section 2.5. 
DEFINITION 1.11. For a: E Alg(Sh(J2), K), define 
z, = (a @ 1) 5 E Alg(Sh@), Sh@)) 
and 
& = ,& @ I E Hom(Sh(S2) @ 9, Sh(SZ) @ G). 
If /3 E Alg(Sh(SZ), K), then by Definition 1.9, 
pIi. = a$. 
481/10/1-z 
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(1.11.1.) 
Obviously x, and J?, are respectively the identity morphisms on Sh(SZ) and 
Sh(SZ) @ L?. 
PROPOSITION 1.11. (& ,&.J is an equivalence in the category ~3. 
Proof. We verify that&S = a.&, and that, for U, v E Sh(G), w E G, 
L&4 0 (v @ w)) = I& 0 v) @ w = (L,u) 0 &(v @ w). 
Thus 
(I?, , La) E Diff(G,6). 
The inverse of (e, , &) is @,-I , &.-I). Q.E.D. 
2. PATHS 
Our discussion in this section will be centered around the following 
commutative diagram, whose construction depends only on a given pointed 
differentiation (d, p): 
where 
(a) (8, l ) is the pointed differentiation given as in 1.5 and 1.7; 
(b) I = I(d,p) is an ideal of Sh(S2) to be defined in 2.2, and (6, , EJ is 
the pointed differentiation induced by (6, l ); 
(c) j&, and 2s are K-module morphisms given by 2of = pf + df and 
j&w = 1 @ w; 
(d) p” and $ are canonical morphisms. 
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A d-path from p will be defined to be a K-algebra morphism Sh(SZ) --f K 
that can be factored through Sh(G)/1. 
2.1. DEFINITION 2.1. Let d : 2l+ G be a differentiation. An ideal 
J of 2l is said to be d-closed if dJ is an ‘%-submodule of 9 and if Js2 C dJ. 
If J is a d-closed ideal of ‘?I, then d induces a differentiation 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let (d, p) and (d’, p’) be pointed dz$ferentiations such 
that (d, p) is surjective and (d’,p’), splitting. If ($,$) E D#(d,p; d’,p’), then 
ker 4 is a d-closed ideal of ‘3. 
Proof. Write J = ker4. Since d is surjective, 
ker$ = d ker$d = d ker d’$. 
Leti: K+%andi’: K + ‘2X’ be the canonical morphisms. Since (d’, p’) is 
splitting, ker d’ = Im i’ so that Im i + J = ker d’$. It follows that dJ = kerqb^ 
is an %-module. Moreover 
&J-Q> C+(J) sz’ = 8% Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Under the same hypothesis as the proposition, if J’ is a 
d’-closed ideal such that J’ C ker p’, then $-‘JI is a d-closed ideal. 
The above corollary can be obtained by applying the proposition to the 
splitting pointed differentiation (d”, p”) instead of (d’, p’), where d” = dlJ, , 
and p” is given by the following factorization of p’: 
I 
W-W/J’_1L,K. 
2.2. Hereafter d : ‘9I -+ Sz shall always denote a differentiation, unless 
otherwise specified. For convenience, we assume that the canonical morphism 
K -+ ‘2I is injective. Thus we may embed K in 5&. 
Given p E Alg(2L K), d enote by I = I(d,p) the K-submodule of Sh(Q) 
spanned by all 
u(f~)v-(~odf)~v-(~f)u~, 
for u, v E T(Q), w E T](S), f e 5X 
The next definition is motivated by the discussion in 0.3 and 0.4. 
DEFINITION 2.2. A d-path 01 from p is an element of Alg(Sh(G), K) such 
that OJ = (0). 
LEMMA 2.2. The K-submodule I is an ideal of the K-algebra Sh(.Q). 
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Proof. Given wr ,..., w, E Tl(G), we set Wi = w1 *a* w,+ , 
w; = w$+, --- w, and W, = Wl, = 1. Then 
( Wl ... w,) 0 (u( fw)v) = c ( wi 0 u)( fw)( w,r 0 v), 
( Wl *-~w,)o((uodf)wu) =c(wio uodf)w(w;ozJ), 
(Wl -*.w,)o(uwv) =~(wiou)w(w;ov), 
i 
so that, if we write 
Fp( f, w, u, v) = u( fw) v - (u 0 df) WV - (pf ) uwv, 
then 
(2.2.1) 
(Wl . ..w.)oF,(f,w,u,v) =CF,(f,w, Wiou, W;OV)EI. Q.E.D. 
i 
Since 1 $ I, Sh(G)/l is again a commutative unitary K-algebra. When there 
is no ambiguity, we shall also use u E Sh(S;Z) to denote the coset u + I, which 
is an element of Sh(Q)/I. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. I is the least S-closed ideal of Sh(L?) which is contained in 
ker E aud contains all fw - dfw - (pf ) w, f E %I, w E 52. 
(Remark. The intersection of two 6-closed ideals is not necessarily 
S-closed.) 
Proof. Clearly EI = 0, and 
Io(Sh(~)@fi)C(IoSh(J2))@~CI@~C81. 
Moreover, 
Sh(SZ) o 61 C S(Sh(G) o I) + I o 6 Sh(D) C 61. 
We conclude that I is a S-closed ideal of Sh(SZ). 
Let I’ be any S-closed ideal of Sh(G) which is contained in ker E and 
contains all F,( f, w, 1, 1) = fw - dfw - (pf) w. Then SI’ contains all 
u o SF,( f, w, 1, I) = SF,(f, w, u, 1). 
Since I’ C ker E, 
FJf, w, u, 1) ~1’. 
We show by induction on r > 0 that 
F,( f, w, u, w, ... wr) E I’. 
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In fact, for r 3 1, 
6FP(f, w, u, w1 -.a w,) = F,( f, w, u, w1 ... w,-J @ w, 
E I’ @ w, c SI’. Q.E.D. 
The differentiation 6, will be written as 
6, = S,(d, p) : Sh(J-J)/r ---f [Sh(SZ) @ Q]/Sl. 
Denote by p” : Sh(G) + Sh(SZ)/I and p^ : Sh(G) @ 0 + [Sh(D) @ J2]/81 the 
canonical morphisms. 
Since J = 0, E has a unique factorization E = l r$, or E Alg(Sh(SZ)/I, K). 
Obviously ker 6, n ker e1 = 0. Consequently (6, , <i) = (6,(d, p), l l(d, 9)) is 
a splitting surjective pointed differentiation, and 
(p, ,4 E Difi(S, E; 6, , 4. 
2.3. Let go and ji, be defined as in (2.0.1). Then Sgo = @. In general, 
(2s ,2,-J does not belong to Diff(d, p; 6, 6). 
THEOREM 2.3. Let (d’, p’) be a splitting pointed differentiation, and let 
(8,8) E DzT(S, E; d’, p’). 
Then 
C&t, > &,> E WV, P; d’, $7 (2.3.1) 
;f and only if ICher8. 
Proof. Proposition 2.1 implies that ker t?I is a S-closed ideal of Cu. 
If (2.3.1) holds, then, given f 6 21, w E 9, 
p’e( fw) = I = 0 = p’8(dfw + (pf ) 4, 
d’#( fw) = f%( fw) = &,,( fzu) = @&f) 02, w 
= [o(pf + df )I 6(1 0 4 = eS(dfw + (p!f ) w) 
= d’@dfw + (pf > w), 
so that 
that is, 
4fw) = 4dfm + (Pf 14; 
,fw-dfw-(pf)wEkero. 
It follows from Proposition 2.2 that I C ker e”. 
Conversely, if I C ker 8, then 
&o(fg) = o((pf )(pg) + dfdg + (of > dg + dgdf + (pf ) df 1 
= 4[c%f )0 chdl = &lf)(~Xog)9 
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and 
62°C fw) = I%( fw) = d’6( jw) 
= d’Q(dfw + (pf) 4 = e^((Pf + 40 0 4 
= (&0fw%34~ Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.3a. If 2 = &, and 2 = bf,, , then 
C&j?) 6 WV, P; %,d. 
Proof. Set (d’,p’) = (6, , EJ and (6,8) = (p”, {). The corollary follows 
immediately from the theorem. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.3b. If (d’, p’) is a splitting pointed d$%mntiation and if 
(6,6) E Dz#(S, E; d’, p’) 
such that 
C&o , &io> E WV, P; d’, $4, 
then there exists a unique (a, 6) E Dz#((G, , Q; d’, p’) with 
(&, @f> = (&I , &o>. 
Proof. The theorem asserts that I C ker 8, which implies SIC ker 8. We 
have a factorization of 0 
Sh(G’) 2 Sh(L?)/& ‘B’ 
and a factorization of d 
. 
such that 
(4, 8) E Diff(8, , pi; d’, p’). Q.E.D. 
2.4. Any d-path 01 from p has a factorization 01 = OL’~” with 
0~’ E Alg(Sh(lR)/I, K). Thus 
q = y&, = 01’2 E Alg(%, K). 
We shall call p and q, respectively, the initial and terminal points of CL and 
say that 01 is a d-path from p to q. 
If a! is a d-path from p to q, then 
4df) = d%f -Pf > = qf -Pf. (2.4.1) 
In particular, Q is a d-path from p to p, p being an arbitrary element of 
Alg(% I.9 
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PROPOSITION 2.4. If K is an integral domain, then the initial point of a 
d-path 01 f E is unique. 
Proof. Suppose that a is a d-path from p as well as from p’. If OL f E, then 
there exists w E Tl(L?), m E T(Q) such that a(wv) f 0. 
For any f E ‘91, we have 
a(( fw) v) = a(dfwv) + (pf ) 4~4 
= a(dfw4 + (p’f ) 4wv) 
so that pf = p’f. Q.E.D. 
2.5. We mention that, if ($, 6) E Diff(d, d’) is an equivalence, then 6 maps 
a d-closed ideal of ‘$I onto a d/-closed ideal of ‘$I’. 
LEMMA 2.5. If ac is a d-path from p to q, then 
6xP, P) = I(4 9). 
Proof. Since (z, , $) is an equivalence in the category 9 according to 
1 .l 1, Z,I(d, p) is a S-closed ideal of Sh(L?). Observe that 
&(fw - dfw - (pf) w) 
= fw + a(fw) - dfw - 4df) wa(dfw) - (pf) w - (pf) aw 
=fw -dfw -(qf)w. 
It follows from Proposition 2.2 that I(d, q) C&I(d, p). By a similar reasoning 
I(d, p) Cl,-J(d, q); that is, &I(d, p) C I(d, q). Q.E.D. 
2.6. THEOREM 2.6. If a! is a d-path from p to q and if/l is a d-path from 
q to q’, then a/3 is a d-path from p to q‘, and 01-l is a d-path from q to p. 
Proof. Since 
4W, P> = i-&IV, P) = W, q) = 0, 
C& is a d-path from p. For f E ‘%, 
(oclB)(df ) = 4df) + B(df ) = qIf - pf, 
which means that q’ is the terminal point of c$. 
Furthermore, 
and 
c&(d, q) = ol-l&J(d, p) 
= (cm-‘) I(d, p) = 0, 
a-l(df) = --ar(df) = pf - qf. 
Hence a-l is a d-path from q to p. Q.E.D. 
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2.7. Denote by A, the covariant functor to the category 9’.9% on the 
category @9 such that 
44 P) = @&4 P>, 44 P)> 
and, for 
where 
and 
o;<+, 4) E Ak(Sh(Q)/W P>, W-J’)lV’, P’)) 
6,($, 4) E Hom(Sh(S2) @ G/Sl(d, p), Sh(fi’) @ G’/U(d’, p’)) 
are respectively induced by 
Sh(& : Sh(SZ) --t Sh(!Z”) 
and 
Sh(& 04 : Sh(G) @ Q --f Sh(S2’) @ a’. 
THEOREM 2.7. The functor A, is an adjoint to the “inclusion” functor to the 
category 9-9 on the full subcategory 99%. 
Proof. Let (d,p) b e a pointed differentiation and (d’,p’), a splitting 
surjective pointed differentiation. It follows from Theorem 1.7 that, given 
6 6) E DW, P; d’, P’> 
there exists a unique 
(8, 0) E Diff(8, E; d’, p’) 
such that 8(1 @ w) = $w = &,w. Consequently @, = $. On the other hand 
p’k, f = pf + p’fidf = p’6f, 
d’& f = &S&f = 8(1 @ df) = d’$f, 
so that &s = 6. In short 
(6% , &f&J = (6,& E DifVd, P; d’, $4. 
We conclude from Corollary 2.3b, that there exists a unique 
(0, @) E Diff(A,(d, p); d’, p’) 
such that 
The remaining part of the proof is omitted. Q.E.D. 
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3. CONNECTEDNESS 
3.1. DEFINITION 3.1. If, for any p, 4 E Alg(2I, K), there always exists 
a d-path from p to Q, then ‘$I is said to be d-connected (or d is said to be 
connected). 
Observe that this definition includes the following special cases: 
(a) Alg(‘U, K) is empty. 
(b) Alg(‘U, K) consists of a singleton. 
The next proposition is an analogy to the geometrical fact that the con- 
tinuous image of a path connected space is path connected. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let ($,$) E Disf(d, d’). If 2I’ is d’-connected and if 6 
induces a surjective map from AZg(‘LI’, K) onto AZg(2& K), then 2l is d-connected. 
Proof. Given any p, q E Alg(‘%, K), there exist p’, q’ E Alg(‘%‘, K) such 
that p = ~‘4, q = 4’6. If 01’ is a d-path from p’ to q’, then a: = 01’ Sh(& is a 
d-path from p to q. Q.E.D. 
3.2. The following assertion is an immediate consequence of Proposition 
1.11 and Lemma 2.5. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. If 2l is d-connected, then, for any p, q E A$$& K), the 
dz@rentiations S,(d, p) and S,(d, q) are equivalent. 
3.3. There are abundant examples of algebras, which are connected with 
respect to some differentiation. On the other hand, disconnected algebras can 
be easily obtained through taking direct sums. We are going to give a detailed 
discussion in this regard. 
Let 2I’ and CLI” be commutative unitary K-algebras with respective unit 
elements 1’ and l”, then the direct sum ‘$I’ @ ‘8” is also a commutative 
unitary K-algebra with the unit element 1’ + 1”. The projections 
’ : ‘$I’ @ ‘$I” - ‘8 and n” : ‘9f’ @ ‘?I” + ‘9I” belong respectively to 
ilg(2I’ @ %“, 21’) and Alg(2I’ @ ‘%I”, 2I”). 
If d’ : %I - sz’ and d” : ‘II” - J2” are differentiations, so is 
d’~d”:21’@21U”-+Q’@9” 
where !Z @ a” is a (‘$I’ @ aI”)- mo u e d 1 in the sense that, for any 
f' E %I', f " E ru", WI E O', wn E Q", 
(f' +f")(W' + w") =f'w' +f"w". 
PROPOSITION 3.3. If both Alg(Pl’, K) and A&(%“, K) are not empty, then 
%I’ @ 2l” is not (d’ @ d”)-connected. 
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Proof. Write d = d’ @d”. Then dl’ = d’l’ = 0. Let p E Alg(2I’, K) 
and 4 E Alg(N”, K). Suppose that there exists a d-path OL from p,’ to 4~“. 
Then 
0 = +I’) = &‘I -p&l’ = -pl’ = -1. 
This is absurd. Q.E.D. 
3.4. We shall seek a converse to the above proposition. A reasonably satis- 
factory partial answer will be given in 3.5. 
DEFINITION 3.4a. Any p E Alg(2I, K) is said to be a d-discrete point if 
there exists no d-path 01 # E from p. Otherwise p is said to be a d-nondiscrete 
point. 
DEFINITION 3.4b. Let P C Alg(2& K) contain at least one d-nondiscrete 
point. We say that w E JJ is P-trivial if, for any d-path (Y from any p E P and 
for any u, v E T(Q), f E 9I, 
cY(u(fw) v) = 0. 
We say that f 6 2I is P-trivial if df is P-trivial and if fw is P-trivial for any 
WEL?. 
Observe that not every w E G is P-trivial, otherwise P would consist of 
d-discrete points only. Moreover 1 E ‘u is not P-trivial. 
Denote by ‘LIP the quotient K-algebra of 21 over the ideal of the P-trivial 
elements of 2I. Denote by G;2, the quotient %-module of Sz over the 
2l-submodule of the P-trivial elements of C?. Obviously Sz, is also an 
%C,-module. Moreover, d maps the ideal of the P-trivial elements of 2l into the 
submodule of the P-trivial elements of Gr and therefore induces a differen- 
tiation 
dp: 211p+Qp. 
Let fi? E Alg(21,2Ip) an d +p E Horn@ G,) be the canonical homomorphisms. 
Then np = (ep, ~9~) E Diff(d, dp). We remark that azp, Gp and V~ depend 
only on the d-nondiscrete points of P. 
The projection Gp induces an injective map Alg(2XIp, K) -+ Alg(lU, K). 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let K be an integral domain. The totality of the 
d-nondiscrete points of P is contained in the image of the injective map 
~~g(~Z,, K) - &!(‘% K). 
Proof. It suffices to show that, if p is a d-nondiscrete point in P and if 
f E 2I is P-trivial, thenpf = 0. In fact, there exists a d-path LX # E fromp so 
that, for some v E T(G), w E Tl(G), 
ol(wv) # 0. 
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We obtain 
0 = 4 fw) 4 = 4dfm) + (Pf ) h4 = (Pf > 4w+ 
which implies pf = 0. Q.E.D. 
3.5. DEFINITION 3.5. We say that 2I is d-reduced if Alg(2I, K) contains 
at least one d-nondiscrete point and if the only Alg(%, K)-trivial element 
of 21 is 0. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let Alg(%, K) be the disjoint union of P and Q satisfying 
the following conditions: 
(a) Each of P and Q contains at least one d-nondiscrete point. 
(b) There exists no d-path from any p E P to some q E Q. 
Let # E A&(‘%, ‘?Ip @ No) be giwen by 
Of = Gf + *of, 
If ‘$l is d-reduced, then fi is injective, i.e. A is a subdirect sum of ap and aQ. 
Proof. If f E ker 8, then f E ker iip n ker fro , and f is both P- and 
Q-trivial. Consequently f is Alg(2l, K)-trivial, i.e., f = 0. Q.E.D. 
Remark. If we define t!I E Hom(Q, GRp @ a,) through fiw = fiPw + +ow, 
then (8,8) E Diff(d, d, @ da). 
4. LOOPS AND TREES 
4.1. DEFINITION 4.la. A d-path from p to p will be called a d-loop 
from p. 
Denoted by {da} the ideal of Sh(Q) generated by d’8 C Tl(SZ). Then, 
owing to (2.4.1), 01 E Alg(Sh(SZ), K) is a d-loop from p if and only if (Y annuls 
the ideal I(d, p) + {da} of Sh(G). 
DEFINITION 4.lb. We define Shc(d,p) to be the quotient K-algebra 
Sh(G)/(I + {da]), where I = I(d, p). 
The K-algebra Shc(d, p) is commutative and unitary. There is a canonical 
bijective map from the set Alg(Shc(d, p), K) to the set of d-loops from p, 
which is a group. 
THEOREM 4.1. Shc(d, p) is a Hopf K-algebra with a comultiplication 
1, and a counit e, , respectively, induced by t: and E. 
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Proof. Since1 + (da} C ker E, there exists a unique Ed E Alg(Shc(d, p), K) 
such that E has a factorization 
Sh(fi) 2 Shc(d, p) A K, 
where p is the canonical epimorphism. We obtain <, by completing the next 
commutative diagram of morphisms of unitary K-algebras: 
Sh(G) 2 Sh(O) @ Sh(SZ) 
1 
P 
1 
POP 
Shc(d, 9) -I& Shc(d, p) @ Shc(d, p) 
For this purpose, we must show that 
(P 0 P> iv + {Jw) = 0. 
(POP)5df=(pOp)(dfOl+lOdf)=o, 
we need only to establish (p @ p) 51 = 0. 
Let us denote by (Sh(G) @I) and ((I + {&I}) @ Sh(SZ)) the respective 
images of the canonical morphisms 
Sh(G) @ I -+ Sh(G) @ Sh(S2) 
and 
Set 
(I + {da}) @ Sh(G) + Sh(S2) @ Sh(G). 
I” = (Sh(SZ) @ 1) + ((I+ {&I}) @ Sh(G)) C Sh(G’) @ Sh(G). 
Recall the splitting surjective pointed differentiation (1 @ 6, E @ e) dis- 
cussed in 1.8. It can be verified that I” is a (1 @ 6)-closed ideal of 
Sh(SZ) @ Sh(G). Recall that (5, 5 @ 1) E Diff(S, r; 1 @ 6, E @ 6). Since 
ilfw -dfw-(pf)w)EI”, 
it follows from Proposition 2.2 and Corollary 2.1 that I1 C I” C ker(p @ p), 
i.e., (p @ p) I1 = 0. Consequently 5, is well defined. The associativity of the 
comultiplication 5, follows from that of 5. Moreover 
(CC 0 1) 5eP = (CC 0 l)(P 0 P) 5 = PC' 0 1) 5 = 6% 
which implies (eC @ 1) 1, = 1. Similarly (1 @ l ,) 5, = 1. Hence cc is a 
counit. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY (of the proof). p is a morphism of Hopf K-algebras. 
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4.2. We merely mention the next assertion, whose proof will appear in a 
subsequent paper. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. If 01 is a d-path from p to q, then the Hopf K-algebras 
Shc(d, p) and Shc(d, q) aye isomorphic. 
COROLLARY 4.2. If a z’s a d-path from p to q, then the group of d-loops from 
p is isomorphic with the group of d-loops,from q. 
The above corollary can also be proved in a conventional way. 
4.3. DEFINITION 4.3. We say that 91 is a d-tree or that d is a tree if the 
following conditions hold: 
(a) Alg(PI, K) is nonempty. 
(b) ‘L1 is d-connected. 
(c) There exists no d-loop other then E. 
Remark. The conditions (b) and (c) may be replaced by one of the next 
statements. 
(c’) There exists p E Alg(8, K) such that, for any q E Alg(‘%, K), there 
is one and only one d-path from p to q. 
(c”) Given any p, q E Alg(‘%, K), there exists one and only one d-path 
from p to q. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let x*: AZg(Sh(O)/I, K) --f Alg(%, K) be induced by 2, 
where 2 is given in 2.3. Then 
(a) ‘% is d-connected if and only if x* is surjective. 
(b) ‘8 is a d-tree if and only if x* is bijective. 
Proof. Any 01 E Alg(Sh(Q), K) is a d-path from p if and only if 01 = OL’P 
for some 01’ E Alg(Sh(J2)/1, K), where p” : Sh(G) + Sh(L’)/I is the canonical 
morphism. The terminal point q of cx is given by 
q = &pZo ET &g = x*“‘. 
‘2l is d-connected if and only if, given any q E Alg(%, K), there always exists 
a d-path a: from p to q, i.e., x* is surjective. 
On the other hand, Iu is a d-tree if and only if given any q E Alg(‘%, K), 
there exists one and only one d-path 01 fromp to q, i.e., x* is bijective. QED. 
4.4. PROPOSITION 4.4. If (d, p) is a surjective pointed dz&entiation, then 
x” : 5X -+ Sk(Q)/1 is surjective. 
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Proof. First observe that f,,% = K + d% C Sh(G). We are going to 
show by induction on r 3 1 that 
w~...w,EI+~X. 
The case r = 1 follows from the fact that D = d‘& For r > 1, let w, = df- 
Then 
eu, -m-w,= (f~~)ws...w,-((pf)w,...w,modI, 
by the induction hypothesis, 
=OmodI+dK Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 4.4. If (d, p) is a surjective pointed dz~erentiation, then 
Sh c(d, p) E K. 
Moreover 2X is a d-tree, provided 2I is d-connected. 
4.5. THEOREM 4.5. A pointed differentiation (d,p) is splitting and sur- 
jective if and only if 
(4 P) es (6, ,Q>. 
Proof. Since (6 r , cl) is surjective and splitting, the sufficiency is clear. 
Conversely, Theorem 2.7 implies that there exists (0,6) E DiR(S, , l 1; d, p) 
such that 
(& ag 1 (lu, lo). 
On the other hand, Proposition 4.3, asserts that 2 is surjective. Thus 2 is an 
isomorphism. Since 6, is surjective, so is 2. Hence we have an equivalence 
(52) : (4 P> E (8, ,4. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 4.5. If (d,p) is splitting and surjective, then % is a d-tree 
provided !X is a d-connected. 
4.6. Our attention is now turned to the case where d% is properly con- 
tained in 52. We are going to show the next theorem. 
THEOREM 4.6. If QO is a K-submodule of Q such that Q = J&, + d‘$l, then 
the composite morphism of Hopf K-algebras 
Sh(L$) -+ Sh(Q) A Shc(d, p) 
is surjective, where the first nwrphism is induced by the inclusion Qo -+ Q and p 
is the canonical homomorphism. 
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In order to prove the above theorem we first establish a few lemmas. 
Again, let ffz %, w E Tl(9). 
LEMMA 4.6a. For Y 3 1, 
(TP-l(.Q) 0 d2q Tq?) c Tyq + 1. 
Proof. For any u E T’-l(G), we have 
(uadf)w-u(fw)+(pf)uwmodI, 
where both u( fw) and uw are elements of T?(Q). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4.6b. For Y 2 0, 
T’(Q) da c T’(i2) + TT(12) 0 da + I. 
Proof. We use induction on r. The case Y = 0 is trivial. For r > 0, 
let u = VW, v E Tr-l(G). Then 
vwdf =(vw)odf-(vodf)w 
and, according to Lemma 4.6a 
(vodf)w~T~(Q)+I. Q.E.D. 
When there is no ambiguity, we shall use Tr@2,) also to denote its image 
in Tr(SZ) under the morphism Tr(GO) + T’(G) induced by the inclusion 
l-i?,+!2 
LEMMA 4.6~. For Y > I, 
Tr(L’) C T’(Q) + T-l(Q) o d‘% + TV-l(Q) + I. 
Proof. We use induction on r. The case Y = 1 is trivial. For Y > 1, 
let u = VW, v E TV-l(G). Then 
where v,, E T7+2J, vh E T7-2(C2) o dQ1, vi E Tr-r(Q). The two preceding 
lemmas imply that 
v;w E TV-I(O) + 1 
v;w E Tr-l(SZ) + TV-l@) o d2I + I. 
Thus 
u - vow E T’-l(G) o d% + TV-l&?) + I. 
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Write w = ws + dg, w0 E Tr(SZ,), g E ‘X. Then 
vowa E T’Po), 
v. dg E Tr-r(Q) + Tr-l(Q) o d2l + I. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 4.6. It suffices to show that, for Y 3 1, 
T’(Q) C T(Qo) + VW + I. 
We again use induction on r. The case r = 1 is trivial. For r > 1, it follows 
from the last lemma that 
Tr(S2) C TT(fio) + Tr-l(SZ) + {d’%} + I. 
It follows from the induction hypothesis that 
TV) C T(Qo) + W) + I. Q.E.D. 
5. EXAMPLES 
We shall assume that K is a field. Then !Gr is a vector space over K. 
5.1. Let ‘$l be the field K itself, and let d : K + !J be the trivial differen- 
tiation such that dK = (0). 
Observe that Alg(K, K) consists of one single element p, which is the 
identity map. Consequently, any d-path is a d-loop from p. 
Since I = 0 and d% = 0, we have 
Sh(S2) = Sh(sZ)/1 = Shc(d,p). 
In particular, Alg(Sh(D), K) is the group of d-loops. 
5.2. When K is of characteristic f 0, the group Alg(Sh@), K) is trivial. 
The triviality of Alg(Sh(G), K) follows from the next lemma. 
LEMMA 5.2. If u = w1 .** w,, Y > 1, then 
u 0 -** 0 24 (k times) E k! T”‘(Q). 
Proof. For 1 < i < I, 1 < 1 < k, write ~r,.+~ = wi . 
Denote by P the set of permutations (I of {l,..., kr} such that 
o-l(l) < .a. < u-l(r),..., &(kr - r + 1) < ..a < o-l(kr). 
Write 
Then 
uo ***ou(ktimes) = c v,,. 
OEP 
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For V, 7 E P, define u N 7 if 
O-li = +i mod r 
for 1 < i < kr. Then P is partitioned into equivalence classes, each of 
which consists of precisely K! elements. The lemma follows from the fact 
that V, = U, if (T N 7. Q.E.D. 
If K is of characteristic f 0, then, for any 01 E Alg(Sh(G), K), and 
u = wl-*- w, ) r > 1,wehave 
(au)” = a(u 0 **a 0 u) = 0 
provided k is not less than the characteristic of K. Therefore 
CYU = 0, 
i.e., 01 = E. In this case, we conclude that, for any differentiation d, there is no 
d-path other than E. 
5.3. If, in 5.1, K = R is the real number field and if dimK Sz < cc, then we 
may have a geometrical realization by taking Q as the vector space of the left 
invariant l-forms on a Lie group. Let LY and ,G be the piecewise regular paths 
in the Lie group. 
For any wr ,..., w, E Sz we set 
4 Wl . ..w.) = s W1”‘WT. a 
Then the path 01 (or p) gives rise to a d-path. Theorem 4.3 of [7] implies that, 
if the respective d-paths corresponding to 01 and /J are identical, then 01 and /3 
differ only by parametrization and left translation, provided both 01 and ,8 are 
“reduced”. 
5.4. Let K be of characteristic 0. Let BI be the polynomial algebra 
K[xl,..., x”], and let JJ be th e f ree 9I-module of generated by dxl,..., dx” with 
d being the usual differentiation. Then Alg(%, K) can be identified with the 
n-space Kn. 
Let !& be the K-submodule of Sz spanned by dxl,..., dx”. 
Assume that K is of characteristic 0. If n > 2, then Proposition 1.10 
asserts that there is an isomorphism of K-algebras 
CD : Sh(fia) s K[t, , t, ,...I. 
It can be arranged that @(dxi) = ti , i = I,..., n. Consequently, there is an 
isomorphism of K-algebras 
SW& P) = KC&+1 , tn+z v-1. 
Given any p, q E Kn, define 01 to be the d-path such that, for any 
481/10/l-3 
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Wl ,...) w, E i-2, oI(Wl 0.. w,) is equal to the iterated integral s wr **a w, along 
the line segment from p to 4 in P. Observe that the integration along a line 
segment is a rational process. Therefore 01 is well defined. We conclude that 
2I is d-connected. 
5.5. For the case of II = 1 of the example in 5.4, we have 2l = K[x]. Let 
p E Alg(K[x], K) such that PX = 0. The pointed differentiation (d,p) is 
splitting and surjective. According to Theorem 4.5 and Corollary 4.4 we have 
Sh(Q)P(d, P) s K[xl 
and, 
Shc(d, p) s K. 
5.6. Let K be of characteristic zero. Let 2I be the quotient K-algebra 
K[x, y]/{G + y2 - 11, where (9 + y2 - I> denotes the ideal generated by 
x2 + y2 - 1 in the polynomial algebra K[x, y]. Let d : a--+ i2 be the 
differentiation with s;! being the 2I-module of universal dtfferential forms of 
21. It can be verified that 
where w = Td[, 
5 = x + (x2 + y2 - 11, 17=y+(X2+y2-1). 
Write 
J-2, = Kw. 
Theorem 4.6 implies that, for any p E Alg((U, K), 1, w, w2,... mod1 + {d%} 
span the vector space Shc(d, p). W e c aim that these elements actually form 1 
a basis of Shc(d, p), provided there exists a d-loop 01 # E from p. 
In order to show this assertion, we first observe that 
WT = (r!)-1 w 0 -es 0 w (r times). (5.6.1) 
It follows that 
a(wT) = a(w)+/r! 
with c = a(w) f 0. Moreover, for any positive integer k, 
a*(w) = kol(w) = kc 
so that 
a”(~‘) = (kc)r/r! 
If, for some X0 ,..., h, E K, 
hl + hw + --- +h,w’EI+{d2I}, 
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then, for K = 1,2 ,..., 
0 = &(A0 + A,w + -a* + hrwT) 
= A, $- h,kc + *** + A,(kc)yr! 
Hence A,, = *.. = /\? = 0, and our assertion is valid. 
We now conclude that if there exists at least one nontrivial d-loop from p, 
then 
Shc(d, p) g Sh(Qa). 
In particular, if K = R is the real number field, then the above isomorphism 
is valid. Owing to (5.6.1), Sh(SZ,) is in turn isomorphic to the polynomial 
algebra R[x]. As a consequence, the group of d-loops from p is isomorphic 
to the additive group R. 
Geometrically, the group of the loops from a given point of the unit circle 
should be infinite cyclic. The discrepency shows that not all d-paths can be 
geometrically realized. In this particular case, the discrepency can be removed 
by imposing on the d-paths an additional condition of analytical nature. 
5.7. Let ‘3 be the quotient K-algebra K[x, y]/(xy}. Then each element of 
‘$1 can be uniquely written in the form 
k + 4 (4 + Y&Y(Y) + CT> 
wheref (x) andg(y) are polynomials and K E K. Write Q = K[x] dx @ K[y] dy. 
Then Q is an ‘U-module such that 
(k + 4(x> + YdY) + +YHW dx + b(Y) dr) 
= (k + xf (4) 44 dx + (k + y&9) b(y) 4x 
where u(z) and b(y) are polynomials. Define d : Yl --+ .Q and p : ‘9I --f K by 
W + xf (4 + x(y) + {xY>> = 4xf G-4) + 4xW 
and 
P(k + xf (4 + ygb9) = k. 
Then (d, p) is a splitting surjective differentiation. According to Theorem 4.5 
Sh(Q)/l(d, p) z BI 
and ‘$I is a d-tree, provided ‘% is d-connected. 
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